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Download Guests can't ask for updates! Citizens Premium - 1.2 euros, zenith and zenith. It all starts with the placement of the main building, which will live a small number of people. Information about them, as well as the general well-being of the settlement and money can be seen in the top right corner. Resources play an important role in the development
of the city. They build buildings. Construction of buildings takes a certain time, which can be reduced with the help of precious prestige glasses. Also, the construction requires a workforce. The settlement itself looks pretty thanks to a good schedule. The change of seasons is also pleasing. Citizens Premium - EUR 0.5, No1, 0.5 euros. HandyGames Android
4.1 - Version: 1.14.3 $0 Townsmen Premium (MOD, Unlimited Money) - This game takes you back to the Middle Ages, where you take control of a shabby village. As you progress through the game, you will turn it into a large and impregnable castle. In which, and will rule, improve defense and repel enemy attacks, defend your land and capture the enemy.
The game is quite primitive graphics, the game will start even on the weakest devices, all fans of strategic games it is sure to like. Updated at 1.14.3 a.m. More information requires Android2.3.3 and up to the creation of your own dream city - APKAward.com from a humble backcountry to a thriving medieval metropolis - to build the city of your dreams! The
townspeople are back! The city is bigger, better and nicer than ever! Come and visit this new medieval city building and simulate a business game! The development of your small village into an exciting medieval city where economic prosperity, City people are happy! From mining, logging and cash registers to jewellery, tools and clothing production, perfect
management is the key to success! Build a church for your urban people, run a pub, start a market! Decorate your city with magnificent statues, magnificent monuments and lush parks and gardens! Watch the wonderful people of the city to do their daily chores, keep them happy, give enough money! Remember that only happy citizens will be a hard-working
city. Do you want to explore the life of the Middle Ages and build the most wonderful city in the Renaissance on your own? Townsmen Premium's VERSION fashion APK will help you build your city with ease. Table ContentsTownsmen PremiumPackagecom.hg.townsmen7 Operator HandyGamesConttring Version1.14.3 (Last)Size96MThe Gold Limit
MOD/Crowns FeatureAndroid 4.1Townsmen Premium is an updated version with more appealing features than the previous Townmen series. Developed by Handy Games, the developer is best known for such titles as Gun'n'Glory, This Is The Police 2,... This is a game in the genre of simulators combined with management. Having experienced the game,
you will go to a beautiful land in the Middle Ages, where you will build a rich and prosperous city. GameplayTownsmen Premium is an exciting game of strategy and management. There you have to create a huge city, starting with a small secluded city. To do this, you have to look for places to extract metal ore, explore the land for the construction of farms.
Collecting by mining and harvesting the farm will bring you gold coins that will help you pay for everything. From the money earned, you can expand production by building more farms and gardens. In addition, build more high-rise buildings, entertainment zones, markets, pubs,... and help your city become crowded. From there, more and more people will
come to your city. As the city grows, residents have more jobs, such as trading, transporting or working as pub workers. By collecting people's taxes, you will have more money to open many other great items. However, life does not pass peacefully and happily. Premium citizens have many unpredictable dangers for people and their lives. There are bandits
hiding in the surrounding areas who can destroy the world in the city at any time. In addition, natural disasters, such as floods, blizzards, droughts, can threaten crops and create dangerous epidemics. As a leader, you must have good strategies to protect the residents of the city. Protect the cityBay before threatening peace in the city, you have to find many
measures to protect people's safety. With the potential threat of bandits, you have to build a lot of army barracks and a strong army. Recruit strong and brave soldiers and place a lot of guard pulling out to keep people safe. In addition, the city is always threatened by natural disasters due to the weather. With weather effects and realistic seasons, in addition
to windy rainy days, the city faces many natural disasters, such as floods, droughts, blizzards. Along with this there are a number of risks of food shortages, epidemics.... Therefore, before natural disasters occur, you should take precautions such as stockpiling crops in food warehouses, building many hospitals and medicines. In particular, homes must be
built firmly to withstand the weather. In Premium Townman, you're king. So make sure it's a warm and happy life for your people. Collecting taxes, exploiting resources, monitoring and collecting taxes from the city's enterprises. From there it expanded to more cities with monumental houses and buildings. There are dozens of different types of homes for you
to build. More specifically, there are countless scenes to build. Including magnificent castles, large monuments, bridges across the river, full of dreams,... Imagine living in this city, of course you are happy too? Aside from building and monitoring people's lives in the city, there is a complex mission system every day for you. Tasks such as harvesting according
to a certain amount of money, or construction work ... that's what you have to do every day. You could say, with Premium Townmen, every day with you will Busy days, but full fun. GraphicsTownsmen Premium owns the most realistic 3D graphics modeling the life of a Middle Eastern city. All the activities are most clearly illustrated from the exchange for
combat in the army, even the wedding also appears in the game. In addition, the scenery is also extremely diverse and colorful with 4 seasons a year and perfect weather. In particular, funny people are made more interesting. Combined with a flexibly modified soundtrack, the game makes you feel like you're watching classic 90s movies. MOD APK version
townsmen PremiumThe MODTo limit money: Crown and Gold are two currencies Townsmen Premium, of which the crown is a premium currency. The trendy version of APKMODY will solve all your financial problems in this game. Specifically, the MOD version will give you 1,000,000 gold and 1,000,000 Crown.Download Citizens Premium MOD APK games
for Android there are many simulation games to build a city, but find a game that brings a lot of new experiences as Townsmen Premium is difficult. Everything attracts players in gentle and authentic ways. I believe if you love life in the game, you will also love life and love your real life more. So don't miss the exciting moments in Townsmen Premium! Ok!
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